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General Test Conditions

All tests are performed in a lab under controlled conditions.

Performance Tests

Icy drinks (Smoothies): Smoothness and thickness of non-alcoholic pina coladas are determined using assorted sieve sizes.

Ice crush: Ice crush indicates how well the blender was able to crush 7 large ice cubes (without water) within a specified period of time.

Convenience: Judgements on ease of cleaning and replacing blade; clarity of controls and jar markings; pouring ease; and jar weight, among other lesser factors.

Puree: How well the blender pureed raw ingredients.

Noise: Based on sound pressure readings from a noise meter during operation at maximum speed.

Durability: Indicates whether or not the blender still functions after undergoing the durability test. It consists of crushing ice 15 times consecutively for 3 cycles for a total of 45 tests.